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Overview
In wireless connectivity and communications, frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) is a
technique used to reduce interference, increase transmission security and enhance the efficient use
of available bandwidth. FHSS is used in applications such as Bluetooth®, consumer walkie-talkies and
military communications.
With this technique the carrier frequency is rapidly changed across a wide range of frequency channels.
The transmitter and receiver both know the hopping sequence, and cryptographic keys may be used to
protect the sequence. In the case of military communications, additional encryption may be applied to
the signals.
During product development or manufacturing, creating a viable FHSS measurement solution often
requires two types of instruments:
1. A vector signal generator (VSG) that produces I/Q-modulated signals and upconverts them to
microwave frequencies. An external upconverter is typically required if translation to millimeter-wave
frequencies is necessary.
2. An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). If the AWG has two output channels, it can produce a
modulating pair of I/Q signals that simulates the required FHSS sequences.
Although AWG capabilities are built into instruments such as the Keysight Technologies, Inc. E8267D
PSG vector signal generator, a high-performance external AWG is typically needed to address
applications that require extremely fast frequency switching and settling.
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Problem

Solution

When creating an FHSS testing solution, achieving
sufficient performance and repeatability depends on
several key characteristics:
–– Frequency accuracy
–– Switching speed
–– Local-oscillator (LO) setting time
–– Dwell time
–– Duty-cycle off time
–– Power level

Keysight’s application engineering organization helped
create a simulation system capable of generating precise
signals for testing of FHSS devices and systems. The
simulation system generates appropriate test signals that
are sent to the receiver side of the device under test (DUT).

There are testing solutions that may be considered,
however they many lack necessary characteristics. For
example, a switched synthesizer typically cannot switch
frequencies fast enough or settle on a frequency quickly enough to be a useful approach (Figure 1). A typical,
standalone AWG may be capable of producing wideband
I/Q signals, however, it cannot cover a wide enough band
for high-frequency applications. Consequently, some type
of external upconverter is required. The typical AWG also
lacks the necessary maximum available playback time for
simulated signals, which is a function of the available
built-in waveform memory, as well as the built-in
sequencing and programming functions.

A basic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2. The
major elements are:
–– Waveform-creation software running on a PC
–– A two-channel AWG
–– A VSG capable of producing I/Q modulation
The AWG provides the modulating I/Q signal pair and the
VSG functions as the upconverter.
I/Q data to
create FHSS
Wideband AWG
Waveform-creation
software

DUT
Vector signal generator

Figure 2. This combination of software and instrumentation provides
flexible signal generation that enables accurate, repeatable testing of
FHSS devices.

Figure 1.
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For this test solution, the VSG is an E8267D PSG vector
signal generator, which offers frequency coverage up to 44
GHz. It also includes custom I/Q modulation capability with
up to 2 GHz RF modulation bandwidth. Working in concert
with an external AWG providing the modulating I and Q
signals the E8267D functions as the upconverter.1
The AWG is an Keysight 81180A arbitrary waveform
generator with 12-bit resolution up to 4.2 GSa/s.
Alternatively an Keysight M8190A AWG can be used. It
provides 12-bit resolution up to 12 GSa/s or 14-bit resolution
up to 8 GSa/s. Both AWGs can be configured with one or
two analog output channels, and each channel can operate
in single-ended or differential mode. The M8190A offers
longer playback time with up to 2 GSa of waveform memory
per channel, advanced programming and sequencing
capabilities.
The required I/Q signal pairs are created using MATLAB from
The MathWorks.2 MATLAB creates mathematically ideal
test waveforms with customized patterns and sequences
for FHSS simulation and testing. These waveforms are
downloaded into AWG memory for playback into the I/Q
inputs of the PSG.

Results and Benefits
This combination of commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS)
equipment and software enables the creation of essentially
“ideal” baseband signals with near-zero settling time
(Figure 3). Those signals are accurate in terms of both time
and frequency, ensuring precise control of test patterns and
accurate characterization of device performance.
In R&D, this level of performance is especially beneficial in
the development of advanced FHSS receivers. Any signals
created during product development can be easily reused
within an automated test system on the production line. In
manufacturing, the suggested configuration also provides
the speed and repeatability needed for cost-effective
testing.

Conclusion
The configuration presented here provides a fast, flexible
solution for testing receivers used in FHSS systems. It
demonstrates how linking a signal generator, arbitrary
waveform generator and MATLAB simplifies signal
creation. The combination of software elements and highperformance instrumentation is scalable and reconfigurable
to address other technologies, as well as future projects.

Related information

Figure 3. With near-zero settling time, the COTS system enhances the
testing of FHSS devices during development and on the production line.

1. Requires Option 016, wideband external I/Q inputs.
2. Software similar to MATLAB can also be used.

–– Data sheet: Keysight 81180A 4.2 GSa/s arbitrary waveform generator, publication 5990-5697EN
–– Data sheet: Keysight E8267D PSG vector signal
generator, publication 5989-0697EN
–– Data sheet: Keysight M8190A 12 GSa/s arbitrary waveform generator, publication 5990-7516EN
–– MATLAB information: Please visit
www.mathworks.com/products/matlab and
www.keysight.com/find/matlab
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